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Water Supply

•

Ill

Hongl~ong

The Story of a Triuniph of Applied Science
By Professor C. A. MIDDLETON SMITH,- M.Sc., M.I.Mech.E. (Dean of the Faculty of Engineering in the
University of Hongkong)
PART II.-INCREASI.NG THE STORAGE AND AREAS OF SUPPLY ON THE ISLAND

JI a previous contributi~n a general su.rvey of the various

JI

problems _connected wit~. wate: supply in general, and
the peculiar local cond1t":ms m Hongkong, was given.
It is now proposed to deal m detail with the water supply
on the island.
.
.
If we assume that the des1rable quantity of water available
per head per da:l'. throug~out the :ye~ averages 20 gallons, and··
calculate for an mcrease m the existmg num hers of inhabitants
on the island to a maximum of 500,000 people, then the amount.
of water required comes to a total of 10 million gallons per day.
At the present time the population on the island using water from
the publi,c supply is about 400,000 ; and eight million gallons per
day is the probable ma~um demand, at present. Until the
works now under construct10n are completed it will be impossible
to provide that supply. And therefore at certain periods of the
year water restriction is ordered by the Government.

" Fragrant Streams"
With the restriction now in force (the supply is cut off for
some hours out of the 24) the supply was in May (1934) at the
rate
seven million gallons a day from the Tytam system of reservoirs. This was supplemented by water from the mainland.
The story of the growth of the storage capacity, the increase
in area of catchments, the improvement in filtering and distribution of water in Hongkong, is a story of great interest to those
who know anything about the difficulties associated with such
problems, especially in the tropics. And it is important to realize
ho\v, at an all-increasing expenditure, the present supply system
has bee~ built up, and is being improved.
The correct translation of the words " Hongkong " is said
to be" Fragrant Streams". Before the island was a British Colony
11841), sailing ships, trading with Canton, often landed parties on
Hongkong to collect water from the " Fragrant Streams ". . ~robably · the well-deserved reputation which the place had gamed
for providing good drinking water was a matter which was taken
mto consideration wheh
the British wer e / requested in 1841 by
Chinese officials to select
for their trade head.
quarters one of the
then more or less barren
islands at the mouth of

of

the Cantol1 river.

.

On the Northern
side of the island- the
side directly opposite
l~owloonJ where the
1t,: of Victoria, the
msu1ess uenter
has
built, man/ of the
dlside streams have
fee n ''modernized''.

f
t••n

he Water now no longer
over boulders,
in hi~s and ferns, Ieavtn~ httle pools wherein
":t,isqu1tos breed. For
:tullahs"
made of
grlttft
'
1
cret e blocks and conl5tru~' have been c 1th ted so as to kee
gu!a:t~eanrn within ree
linuts. This

Fig.

has, perhaps, destroyed the natural beauty of the island waterfalls,
but it has been of immense benefit to public health.
It has been s!1id that if .all of the " Fragrant Streams" of
Hongkong were trained to carry the r.ains to reservoirs or to the
sea, malaria would be entirely eliminated. On the North side of
the island there has been a great reduction in the trouble caused
by· malaria because of the construction of these granite faced
nullahs. They are of course, costly to build, but the results more
than justify the expenditure. Unf01tunately most of the water
from these nullahs runs direct to the sea., and not into reservoirs ,
owing to difficulties of reserving catchment areas on the North
side of the island, which is built over in many places.
On the South side of the island Nature has not been interfered
with very much, because there are only a few residences there.
You can see the little natural waterfalls, with the boulders, ferns,
orchids and creepers on the banks. Yon can also see and hear
and feel the mosquitos. The nullahs, built of granite and concrete,
are, however, gradually replacing the natural courses. There are
definite signs of building extensions all over the island.

In the Early Days

It was not until about 1861 that there was any real demand
in Hongkong for a public water supply.
For about the first twenty years in the history of the British
Colony the water supply arrangements were primitive. Water
was led by pipes from the streams to ho~ses, or carried in buckets
from pools or streams on the hillside. Every house of importance
had its own supply tank on the hillside, and, as far as we know,
the -supply was maintained during the dry season. But many
inhabitants could not find the money to build a tank.
Each householder made his own rrangements, and the Govern.
ment had no responsibility in this m .ter. In the early records
of Hongkong we read of wells. The wa
supply also came from
streams flowing down the northern side o
ie island.
Five wells
had been sunk by the year 18.51, when the po Jation, was 32,983.
As
he numbers on
the island gradually
increased from the 5,000
of 1841 to the 50,000
of 1860, so did the
necessity for a public
·supply of water become
more obvious.
In 1863 there was
completed the first effort
in this direction. The
original suggestion was
that a private company
should be formed . The
inhabitants of the
Colony, however, appear
to have been reluctant
to subscribe t-he money;
although the subsequent
gr~wth of Hongkong
would have made any
such investment very
profitable.
Finally the Govern.
ment
undertook
to
provide this essential
public
service.
It
wa,s
a
l.-Ho,ngkong Island. The Pokfulum Reservoir. This was complete"d in 1871 and
most. foJ:,ti.J.nate decision.
for Years was the · Only Reservoir for the Water Supply of Honckong
~ :e'"'"never have been

~
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mterests to consider in connecti<;>n .with thl~ public ~tility
kong, There are those· who think that there are now too
many vested mterests concerhed with other. public utilities in most
large cities. There can be no doubt that it is in the interest of
the community that the water supply should be undertaken by
a Government; or Municipal authority, if only because of the com:
plexity of the distribution system which affects road excavations.

The Inadequate Supply

"--L /

· ·
·
As seem~ so often to have happened in Hongkong, the demand
for water qmckly exceeded -all ·expectations. No sooner w;ts the
original scheme completed than an e_xtension was planned. A
much larger reservoir was designed and built (1866-71) at Pokfulum,
It wa~ calculated to hold 66 million gallons. The cost of this
extons10n was $223,000. Fig(l) shows this reservoir as seen from
the
Peak, Hongkong, looking South out on to the sea.
.· .
·The First Reservoir
The map, shown in Fig (2) shows the Pokfulam reservoir to
The first reservoir scheme for water supply. to be. p~t into the west of the island. It also shows the conduit connecting it
eperation on the island is that known as. the Pokfulan system. to filter, beds and distribution centres for the city of Victoria. It
shqws other reservoirs in existence in 1889. Reference wi)l be
The reservoir was built to the West of the 1sland.
It was only a small intake reservoir holding only so1:1e 2,000,- made to those other works later.
The figu~es of cost in the early days seem almost trivial, when
000 gallons. A ten inch cast-iron ma~ was run a distance of
about three miles from Pokfulum to Robmson Road on the North compared with the money spent in ll],ter years, but _it mus~ be
side of the island. There was a tank of capacity 200,000 gallons remembered that fluctuations in exchange affect the price in silver
a.t the end of the main, and also another tank at the top of Taiping of imported machinery and piping. Also salaries and wages have
Shan . to hold 850,000 gallons. The total cost of thls first effort greatly increased since the early days.
was $170,000.
,,_
The next improvement in the system recorded was _the re•
It would appear that ~e JJroblem of fire prevention was much pl~ement of the old ten-inch cast iron main by a condmt three
in the minds of the local !tfovernment Authorities .in connection miles long. This conduit still carries water from the Pokfulam
·
the
~th this first water supply $._vstem for Hongk~itg. The installation reservoir to the city.
. In 1873 Mr. Price, the Surveyor General of Hon~kong (
mcluded. 125 fire cocks and 30 fountains. From that time, onwards,
title was sub~quently changed to Director of Public Wor~8 )
. great attention hru, been pajd to water supply for fire prevention.
recom,mended
the formation of a storage reservoir with a capa,nt~
It must be mentioned th\J,t, owing to water ·shortage, there
has, at times, been delay in dealing with fire out-b~eali:s, as the of 300 nµllion gallons, in the Tytam ValleY. ; the scheme was no
water supply had been cu~ off during certain hours. It was sug- then proceeded with, but was developed some year,s later: t D!llll
There is a record in 1874 of the construction of the Min
ks
gested that delay occurrE;<i m the terrj,ble disaster during the annual
rac~g at Happy Valley m 1917, when 600 people lost their lives, and the Blue Pool Dam, on the N.E. end of the island. These wor
owmg to the sud~en co~agration of stands made of matsheds. are no longer in use.
but that was demed offic1a!ly. It is however doubtful whether
Expert Advice
an]'. water could have been available quickly 'enough even if the
E
· ··
·
,
• t Pokfu]u!ll
mams had been full.
·
ven witli the mcrease in the storage, capacity a
anitarY
there was soon a demand for extensions. Then the grave 8
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dangers involved by water famine amongst the poorer classes of
the Chines~ population_ alarmed t~e local Government and it was
wisely decided to call m the services of an expert in 1882. The
whole problem of the water supply for Hongkong was at that
tune reviewed.
.
.
Sir Robert Rawlinson reported Ill favor of a completely new
scheme for obtaining an additional supply from the East end of
the Island. Thus there commenced the Tytam scheme which
with many extensions o! the original plans, and together with th~
p0 kfu]um scheme, supplied all of the water for the island until 1930.
Previous to the construction of the Tytam Water Works the
supply to the 100,000 inhabitants in the city of Victoria was
(according to J . Orange, M.INST.C .E . of Hongkong) equal to a daily
allowance of 5¾ gall~ns per head. The assumption, to-day, is that
an adequate supply 1s 20 gallons per day per head of population.
The whole of the Tytam Valley water scheme took many
years to complete (1883-1917). If we include Wong Nei Chong
reservoir it finally provided five reservoirs with a total storage
capacity of 2,055 million gallons.
The situation of the Tytam Valley is more or less central
draining eastwards. It is surrounded by hills and a large area
in the vicinity has always been uninhabited. There is, therefore,
in the valley a very large acreage available for catchment. In
the early days only a comparatively amall proportion of that
acreage was drained by catchwaters supplying the reservoirs, but as
the demand for water
increased, more and
longer catchwaters have
been built. There are,
however, still .Jarge
areas available as catchment areas. But it is
clearly useless to extend
them if the reservoir
capacity is not sufficient
to hold the additional
supply thus provided.
The · first section of
the Tytam works. were
carried out from 1883-9.
The cost was (Hongkong
currency) 81,257,000;
which was then equivalent to nearly £210,000.
This first section,- with
catchment areas, is
shown clearly in Fig (2)
at the east end of the
island. The furthur
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the bay, and carried° by coolies l½ miles up the valley by a road
with occasional gradients of I in 3.
.
. .
The area of the reservoir is 31 acres ; 1t now hold8 384 million
gallons, but as originally constructed it held 312 million gallons.
The drainage area of the valley affected was about 700 acres.
Careful measurement of the streams at various periods were. made
by weirs (Fig 3) and data collected. From this information it ~vas
calculated that the perennial streams in the valley would yrnld
200,000 gallons per day.
At the time this scheme was completed James Orange, the
engineer in charge of the work, reckoned that a supply of 14 gallons
per head per day would be sufficient for Hongkong. He stated
(1890) that the volume of water required by Victoria was !ess than
that of an English town, there being in those days p~actwally no
water closets in Hongkong. The estimate nowadays 1s 20 gallons
per head per day, for Hongkong. Evidently people use more
water as they become more used to a supply system.
The Tytam valley had deep ravine ; ~he hills are mainly rock
and disintergrated granite. The heavy rainf_all causes a gre_at ~ea!
of sand and detritus to be washed from the hills and so filtermg 1s a
necessity.

The Tytam Dam

In order to form the Tytam reservoir a dam was built. It
was constructed of concrete faced with masonry . The original
design was for a ma,ionary dam, but that was
abandoned, as it was
considered that the cost
of European supervision
necessary with Chinese
masons made it impracticable.
A section of the
dam is shown in Fig
(4). In its day it was
considered a very remarkable piece of engineering work. The
section does not show
how the water is led
away from inside the
dam for service, but it
shows the scour pipe
which is used ·to remove
silt or to completely
empty the reservoir.
The total height of
the dam, as built, was
extensions are shown
FJg. 3.-A Weir or Notchboard for guagfng the quantity of water in a stream_120-ft, the greatest
later'.
'
.
depth of water being
· A storage reservoir in the Tytam Valley was made by con- 100-ft. The dam proper is, 32½-ft.. thick at the top and 62½-ft. at
structing a concrete dam across the gorge, together wi~h. bye-wash, the base. An extension of 10-ft., in height, was provided for.
The dam is carried on a concrete foundation block. Cement
roads, etc. That formed the Tytam reservoir (384.8 m11lion gallons
st orage to-day). A concrete and masonry dam was built to ~pound mortar two inches thick, covered the rock surface of the base.
The
da~
itself is of rubble concrete, with fine and extra-fine skins.
at first 312 million gallons. The dam wa.s subsequently raised:
. A conduit tunnel 2,448 yard8 long 1was bored through the hills The inner face which is vertical is of ashlar ; and the _outer face is
winch separated the reservoir from the city. A covered _masonr,v of rubble masonrv and has a batter- 3 to I ; the ashlar stone front
•nd brick-work conduit 5,302 yards long was also ma~e. This of it is a faoing ·only.
brought the water to the distributing center above the city level.
A service resen;oir of 5,700,000 gallons, and filters bed8, were
A Watertight Lining
Included in the scheme.
It
is
obvious
that
It dam mustbe made, as far as is practicable,
The total cost of this first section of the Tytam water-works
watertight.
_
was as follows:Three different mixtures of cqncrete, and also ashlar stone,
£99,158
(1) Reservoir ..
wf e used in the dam. T~ese are shown in tli.e diagram (Fig 4).
£52,950
(2) Tunnel
£34,700
The great mass of this dam, and the foundation block, was
(3) Conduit
£22,761
made up of granite rubble stones embedded in a matrix of concrete.
(4) Filters and Service reservoir
At first .a mixture of 2 parts sand. _l part Portland cement, and 5
broken stone was used. The broken stone consisted of :J-in. and
Total .. £209,579
If-in. cubes in the ratio of 2 to 3. Afterward8, as a result of exth c·t
f perience, the concrete was made of ·3 parts sand, 1 part cement and
I
1. The Tytam Reservoir is about five miles from
e
y of • 5 parts stones. At ~28-ft. above sea level only stones of 1-in.
~.\?toria and is situated to the Eastward of the Tytam range ? were used and the mixture was 3: 1:4 ·, Orange stated that he \"as
'UJJs Wh
•
'ed t steep mountam
"
·
en the scheme was bemg carri on a
h " inclined to think 3 parts sand, 5 parts stone, and I cement a
;;:ad, rising 1,000 feet above the sea, had to be traverse~ toJdM:
good proportion with suitable materials." The broken stone was
e valley, The materials were brought round by sea, an e Ill

J
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of hard white granite obtained from boulders on, or not far from,
the site.
The face of the dam is of ashlar stone. Between the back
of the stones and the rubble m<1ss of the dam there is extra fine
concrete , at least 2-ft. thick from the back of the ashlar stones
The fine c~ncrete keeps the dam watertight ; great care was taken
to puddle 1t between the two solid walls. It was made of 3 parts
sand, 1 cement and 2 broken stone.
0

the firm of Leigh and Orange, Architects and Civil Engi
close friend of Hongkong's premier fi?-ancier (l870-1929;ie:;;s, A.
Sir Paul Chater, he became responsible for a great de~! 0 e I_ate
engineering and building construction in connection with th Ctvil
and Godown Co. , the Hongkong and Whampoa Dock Ce hart
Orange died about two years ago.
o., etc.
It is of interest to note that in 1889 there was an acute sl
of water. Tli.e population on the island had then increaiortdagc
194,482.
se tc

i

Cement from England
.--1'~.!'-~~!J_{!t/!"!!•1 '

Although stone breake~s were finally used, most of the stone
was broken by ~and, as 1s even now usua.lly the practice in
Hongkong for remforced concrete work. Similarly, although a
concret~ ~ixer was after a time used, most of the work was done by
hand-m1xmg.
The s~one break_ers finally used were worked by_a 12 h.p.,
and the mixer .by an 8 h.!)., portable engine.
'Dhe sand for the concrete was a c_ause of much trouble and
expense. At first there was plenty in the stream · bed but that
supply soon gave out and sand had to be carried u)> -by c~olies from
Tytam Bay, 500-ft. below the le,•e_l of the dam, and about I½ miles
distant.
The Portland cement, with the exception of a ~mall quantity
bong~~ lo~~lly,_was sent out from England. It arrived in good
condition owmg to the excellent mode of packing." Since those
days extensive c~ment works have been built in Hongkong, Canton,
Fr_ench Indo-Chma, Formosa and Japan. It is needless to add
that practically all of the cement now used in Hongkong is made in
the Far East.
It should be explained that the overflow from this Tytam
Reservoir was so arranged that it does not go over the top of the
dam . The situation of the dam site permitted a small valley at
one side of the reservoir to be used for the purpose. A small
spillway was built for the overflow which ran down to join th:e main
stream of Tytam at a lower level.
Water is drawn off from the reservoir by a valve tower, with
valves at different heights. The water .drawn off falls by gravity
·until it is led to the tunnels and conduit carrying it to Victoria.
No pumps are needed.
"
Foundations for the extension of 10-ft \l,t the top of the dam
were prepared. The extension was completed in 1897.
As there will be an opportunity, in a subsequent issue, to
discuss more modern methods of dam construction, -no more
details of this interesting work eommericed in 1883 need be
given. But the more closely we examine the matter, the
more clearly do we realize the local difficulties
that were overcome. And the more do we
appreciate the careful supervision given by James '
Orange, the engineer-in-charge .
.Subsequently he left the Hongkong Public
Works Department and became a partner in
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Fig, 4,-A sectlol\ of the Tylam Dam built in 1883-1889
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In 1890 filter beds and a service reservoir of
941,000 ga11ons were huilt at a cost of $37,000 at

West Point.
Thus 1 in 1890, the total storage capacity for
the Colony had grown to nearly 400 million gallons.
It was only three million gallons in 1866. It will
be more than 600 million in 1938.
Hav_ing greatly increased the storage capacity
on the island the next step was to rc-organi?;e
thoroughly the distribution system.
In 1890-92 three motor pumping stations were
built. Twenty miles of mains, varying from 14
inches to three inches in diameter, were laid.
Service reservoirs were provided. The cost of
these extensions was $160,000.
The Supply on the Peak
It was not until 1891, fifty years after the
Colony was founded, that there was instituted a
water supply service to the Peak (Fig 5). This
water is forced by steam driven pumps against a
head of about 1 ,600-ft. to a small service reservoir
on the Peak. The water comes from the Pokfulam
conduit, after which it is stored, filtered and
Fir.
pumped.
In recent years the demand for water on the Peak has greatly
increased. A new pumping station was built to the West of the
University in 1914 and new machinery was instal1ed. It is a steam
driven station, with long stroke horizontal engines, the pump
being coupled direct ; the phmgers are in the same line as the pistons
of the engines. The pumps increase the pressure in two stages.
The normal output is 144,000 gaHons nir pump per day. Lancashire
boilers, with superheaters, supply the steam for the engines.

5.-llongkong IsJand.

Houses on the Peak at l\Iount Gough

In 1895 the capacity of the Pokfulum reservoir was increased
from 66,000,000 gallons to 70,400,000 ga1lons. This wns only a
temporary measure and was effected by p]ncing hoards on the top
of t,hc dam-an expedient not without clanger as any sudden inrush
of water to the full reservoir during typhoon rains might carry the
boards away and cause much damage by the gudden liberation of n
large volume of water.
In 1897 the dam of the Tytam reservoir was raised in heigflt
by 10-ft. That addition was of masonry and was included in the
original <le.~ign of the dam. It increased the capacity of Tytam
from 312 million to 385 million.
Thus we see that in 1897 the total storage capacity (on the
iR1and) was 451 million gallons. And thirty-two years later (1029)
there was a water famine, although at that date the total storage
capacity of reservoirs on the island was a total of 2,118 million

gallons.
It was eviden~, however, before 1897 that more storage must be
provided. In 1899 the Wong Nei Chong reservoir was built and that
gave another 30,340~000 gallons storage. Even with that addition,
Hongkong soon afterwards suffered from a severe water fa.mine.
The next reeervoir, in the Tytam Valley scheme, that was
created is that known as the Tytam Eyewash reservoir, of capacity
22.4 million gallons. This reservoir supplies water by gravity to
the conduit. It was a comparatively Rmall addition to the storage
in Hongkong, but at, the time it was very ncceptable. Boards,
on the dam, raised the capncity to 26.3 million gallons but proved
unsatisfactory and have been abandoned. As its name implies it
provides etorage for a certain amount of water that overflows,
in the rainy season, from Tytam Reservoir.
A dam was built
at some distance from the :;,pill way -bringing the overflow int.o the
small stream. This work was completed in J 904.
In 1907 the Tytam Intermediate resffvoir-capacity 195.9
million gallons-was finished. This, as its name implies, is on a
lowei: le':el than Wong Nei Chong, Tytam and Tytam Byewasb,
but 1s higher than Tytam Tu k, t-he very much bigger reservoir
which was finished in 1918. It., however, involved the use of two
sets of pumping machinery, each, capable Of raisino- Jl. million
ga.Hons of water a day from it to the level of the tunnel an<l conduit
carrying the supply to the city of Victoria.
The down g~eam face o_f ~he dam holding up water in the
Tytam Inter_med1ate Reservoir 1s Rh own (Fig 6) at. overflow. This
dam was bmlt hy Mr. Jaffe who afterwards built the Tvtam Tuk
reservoir lower down stream.
"
This first section of the Tytam scheme was finished in 1907
the total cost being $896,140. T_t included the Tytam Tntermediat;
Reservorr,etr.:, and there were bmltacces:;,roads nnd 3.3 miles of IR. in.
mni ns were laid.

The Tytam Tuk Scheme
Fig. 6.-Tytam Intermediate Dam

It should be mentioned that in IR96 the Director of Public
Mr. F. A. Cooper, proposed, nmong other works, the
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construction of two ad:
ditional reservoirs with
a joint capacity ~f llO
million gallons, on sites
within the catchment
area of Ty tam Reservoir,
from which a gravity
supply was possible.
He alluded to the
possibility of two ot,h er
small reservoirs in the
Tytam Valley below,
but did not advocate
their immediate construction as pumping
machinery would be
needed.
Commenting
on
this scheme in 1917,
the Director of Public
Works,Mr. W . Chatham
wrote " The futility of
constructing f u r t h u r
reservoirs within ' the
catchment area of the
Tytam Reservoir was
however demonstrated
in 1901. In that year,
the rainfall in what is
known as the wet season
(May to September inclusive) was the lowest
on record, amounting
to 39.91 inches, as compared with an average
for the previous 17
years of 65.42 inches.
Fig. 7.-Tytam Tuk Dam.
The result - was that
Tytam did not fill."
Actually tho dry season opened in 1901 with about 346 million
gallons stored, although the total capacity of all of the three existing
reservoirs (Pokfulam, Taitam and Wong Nei Chong) was more than
570 millions.
Mr. Chatham adds that this fact clearly demonstrated "that
in providincr any additional st.orage reservoirs, they should be so
situated as to derive their supply from additional catchment areas."
Jn 1902 there was a very serious shortage of water, for in that
year water supply was restricted for a period to one hour ?-ail;y-.
The reservoirs became so empty that water had to be earned m
boats to the island. The worst aspect of the local situation was an
epidemic of cholera, attribu_ted to the water sh~rtage. The _population was over 300,000 in 190?., as compared with 194,482 m 1889,
an increase of some 50 per ,qe!).t in 13 years. _
In 1902 Mr. O. Chadwick visited_Hongkong·to report, generally,
on sanitary conditions. Th~•problem of water supply _was•referred
to him. He advised the. full development ,of the Ta1tam VaJiey,
,.;,.,vw,
p,mp~ ,t,tj oru<,
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Steps Were
.
at once to p t taken
11
small dam to :t P a
the dry weather flrcept
three principal b~w of
valleys T
anch
.· · emporary
pfum.J?I~g plant, capable
o raismg half-a-million
~allons a day, was
ins~a)led, together with
a nsmg main If milea
long, to the Tytazn
tunnel.
It was in 1902 that
the plans for the two
sections of the Tytam
Tuk schemes were
drawn up.
There was, at that
time, no demand for a
public water supply on
the I)\.ainland. The
total Rtorage capacity
on the island only, was
in 1904 503 millio~
gaJions. This was increased, in 1907 to
f\99,000,000 gallons by
the completion of the
first part of the Tytam
Tnk scheme.
This completes the
story of the water
supply for Hong~ong
during the period 18411908.

The Recent Work

Cross section at overflow

·
·
Thu ing the last
twenty-six years there has been great activity in the Public Works
J?epartment in connection with this matter; since 1908 the extensions and plans for extensions have entirely eclipsed all that was
done during those first 67 · years. The problem of providing an
adequate water supply for Hongkong has been the most prominent
topic of public interest during recent years.
The storage capacity of the reservoirs of the Colony was about
700 million gaJions in 1908. In 1933 -the storacre capacity was
about 3,100 million gallons. When the works _;ow in hand are
completed, in 1938, the total storage capacity of aJI the reservoirsopen and service-will be rather more than 6 000 million gallons.
. · .In addition ~o. the present storage we ~ay now rely upon a
m~um of million g~llons a day in the driest season from
Shmg Mun River ; and m the dry season for some months, befo
any crisis ?'1'~ses caused by a drought, that river will be able to supply
several million gaJions daily.
·
There are now on the island, three more or .Jess district c~tcf"
ment areas. They are (1) -That supplying the (comparative Y
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Fig. 8.-The Tytam Tuk Reservoir.

Elevation of dam and excavation for foundations

l
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Fig. 9.-Diagram of water supply for n Town from Intake Reservoir to
Distributing, System
I R -

Impounding

D-Dam

F.B.- Filter Beds
C W B - Clear Water (or service) Reservoir
D S - Distributing System

small) Pokfulum reservoir (2) that supplying the series consisting
of the group of five of the Tytam reservoirs (including Wong Nei
Chong) (3) That supplying the two reservoirs recently built at
Aberdeen.
Concerning Pokfulum, some suggestions have been made by
residents in Hongkong that this catchment area might be abandoned when the Shing. Mun scheme is completed. It contains a large
number of most desirable building sites at present unavailable for
residences. It is, however, unlikely that the local Water Authority
will agree to the proposal; moreover the replacement of the Pokfulum
supply would probably cost much more than land sales would
produce.

A Big Reservoir
The Tytam section is of great inter~st to ~ngineers. ?'he five
reservoirs are on varying levels. The highest 1s Wong Ne, Chong,
the second of the series to be ·built. It is 730-ft. above sea-level.
The lowest is Tytam Tuk, completed, in 1917. (Fig. 5 and 8).
To resume the story as from 1908, when the first pa_rt of w~at
is known as the Tytam Tuk sche~e was.completed, we will describe
the preliminary wor_k in c01mect10n with the second part of the
Tytam Tnk scheme.
The proposal was
to form a reservoir, a!-i
big as possible, by
building a dam across
an inlet from the sea
at the bottom of the
Tytam Valley. The first
plan included a reservoir
of much bigger area
than was finally constructed. Pr act i ca 1
difficulties, unforeseen at
first, made amendments
of the original scheme
imperative.
It was found, when
· preliminary borings for
the discovery of a good
site for the dam were
made, that the orginal
proposals involved
foundations that would
be far too expensive to
warrant the cost. There
are traces yet to be seen
of the work done on t he.
site for the dam originally planned. As you
pass over the road on

the top of Tytam Tuk Dam-the road round the island-you can
see, out in the estuary, large blocks of concrete. It is obvious that
a dam built along that line would have included for storage a much
larger area of the estuary and it would have included in the
reservoir the water impounded in another valley. A dam of about
80-ft. in height was projected but if it had been of the same height
as the dam that now stands, the capacity of the reservoir as
orginally planned would have been almost double that of the one
finally formed. Actually the dam originally proposed to be placed
on that abandoned site was to be 80-ft. high, much lower than that
which was constructed for Tytam Tuk.
However there is still a possibility, in emergency, of building
another reservoir adjacent to Tytam Tuk ; but it is not much of a
probability because of other developments, which have since 1908,
taken place, not only on the island, but also on the mainland. In
spite of that there is still a site available for another reservoir on
the island, if that becomes an urgent need, and if other plans fail
to provide sufficient storage.

The Tytam Tuk Reservoir
However, the most important piece of work on Hongkong
island carried out after
J 008 was the second
part of the Tytam Tuk
scheme. And the most
difficult part of that
was the creation of the
Tytam Tuk reservoir.
The most costly p11,rt
of that work was the
building of the dam.
That great structure was commenced in
1912. It will always
be associated ·with the
name of Mr. D. Jaffe,
M .INST.C.E., the executive engineer in the
Hongkong Public Works
Department, who not
only designed , · but
supervised, the building
of the dam.
A section of the
dam is shown at Fig.
(7) And in Fig. (8)
details are shown giving
the original surface of
the ground and the
general line of excavations.

;e;

The district around Tytam Tuk ,Tvhas, i~ 19
isolated from the rest of the isJand.
ere IS n
· "ro11nd-the-1S!an
.
d" road , which passes nl
over
the
the crest of the dam; but in 19 12 .th ere w:i~~ wltt
foot-path ~or some miles, ~01n::!::. th;here was
a · road smtable for whee e .
d
ch of the
however the sea-shore near to It an mu
·1 bl
nrnterial' (such as cement and sand) n_ot ava1 a e
on the site was transported by wate1.
.
Jaffe, and other engineers, Ii ved on th_e s~te
,luring the construction of the ~am. The diStnct
had a had reputation for malaria. A1_1d, after the
dam was finished, Jaffe, still comparati~ely y_ou~g,
died a victim of ill-health contracted while bmlclmg
the Tytam Tuk clam.
.
It has often happened that engmeers, on
pioneer work in Asia, America, and other parts of
the world, have paid with their lives the penalty
of a stern sense of duty. There have been few
more tragic cases than that recor~ed ?f Jaffe. A
man of brilliant ability and amazmg mdustry, he
seemed destined to reach the highest grade .in his
profession. ' But it was not to be.

The Engineer as Hero .

/

Since the official opening of the reservoir, in
1917, it has been my lot to pass the Tyta.m Tuk
dam many hundreds of times, motoring to Shek O and other parts
of the island. Always the fate of the capable builder comes back
vividly to my mind. During the five years of the construction of
the dam, Jaffe often explained to me the details of the work.
Every time we met my respect for his ability and devotion to duty
increased.
The dam remains for all time a symbol and a monument of
the builder. Like the reliable Jaffe there is nothing weak about
the magnificent structure that he designed and built. It will
survive the shock of conflicting political theories; outlive the
struggle of rival religions; witness the decay of the fruits of selfish
and cruel ambitions. After the lapse of centuries the dam will
still hold up the flood of water that it retains for the convenience
and health of many thousands of people.
Unlike the work of many others there is nothing transient
about it. For the actions of bad men produce only temporary
evil; the actions of good men only temporary good ; eventually
the good and the evil are mentralised by subsequent generations,
~bsorbed by the constant movement of future ages. But a structure

Fig. 10.-Tytam Tuk Dam showing spillways

like this immoveable dam remains for all time, for all generationsuseful, benficent, a gift to posterity that will never be obliterated.
And that, we may be sure, was all that Jaffe asked of life-that
his great ability might be spent on something that would be of
permanent benefit to his fellows.
Jaffe was one of those almost unknown heroes who have lost
their lives in the endeavour to make sure that their work was done
thoroughly and efficiently. He was a splendid type of manhood,
as well as a clever engineer .. And so, as we appreciate the technical
details of the building of the dam, and as we see the vast quantity
of water it impounds, we may thinlc for a moment of the builder
who lost his life in consequence of his work in a then lonely and
mosquito ridden cor~er of the ~ropics. But we may be consoled ?Y
th~ k~owledge that his work will remain as eternal as the Pyramids
bmlt m Egypt or any other structure as yet made by man.

The Tytam Tuk Dam
The d\

r

ils of this " second S!)Ction " included other works in
addition to the dam. The whole scheme was
carried out by the engineers of the local P.W.D.,
W. Chatham, C.M.G., M.INST.C.E., being at that
time the Director of Public Works. The main
1
tems of this" second section" were as follows :-

l\Ir-

(a) A storage reservoir at sea-level of capacity
1,4-20 million gallons.
(/;) An extension of the pumping station at
Tytam Bay and two additional sets of
pumping machinery each to raise 3 million
gallons daily from the reservoir to the
Tytam tunnel
(c) A_bout 2½ mil~s of duplicate mains lS-in.
diameter.
and The _contract for the construction of the da1~
. contmgent works was let to a well knoWJl 0 c~•
Ch1nes_e c~ntractor in l!ll2. The total expendft~nc
1118
~:11
second section" was about 2½ milh~-~
rs
(Hongkong currency). Five years we
11
a owed for completion
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1917 ttas remarkable to see, in the years w;s
erect'ed \ unusual manner in which the rJ!1J]lh in
e ' am boo scaffolding beino- very muc daiu
o?~~e. It ie doubtful whether° any 0th erill bo
a . a ~ai:;nitude ever has been built, or '\nor, gaI11bu)lt Ill the future in that primitive ma Tuk
cl
urmg the constr~ction of the 'L'yta.Jlld not
~Ill no machinery of any decription was use ;10110
e, en a concrete mixer. •All of the work wns
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Fig. 12.-Reservoirs and Catchment Areas of Tytam District

by hand and the heavy loads of material were carried by coolies in
the then usual fashion in China, with bamboo.poles, etc.
Jn striking contrast is the method of the engi~eer in charge
of the building of the dam in the Shing Mun Valley t .o -day. For
on that work you can see loc.omotives, compressed air machines,
and many other modern .appliances used to save time and labour.
The following brief description qf Jaffe's structure will gi~e
some idea of what was required to make the Tytam Tuk reservmr.

Work on the Dam
The dam is built across the Tyta_m stream, at the .place w~e~e
it discharges on to the' tidal flat at the head of Tytam Bay ; it. 1s
therefore at sea-level. Its extreme length is 1,255 f~et and its
extreme height from the deepest part of t-he foundat10ns to tli.e
roadwav which surmounts it i's 170 feet ; or, to the crest of the
over/lo;,, 161 ft,. Its maximu'm thickness at t-he base is 115-ft. and
the maximum depth of water impounded by it is 117-ft..
.
A special feature of the work is that the foundatwns m the
stream-bed had, for a length of 238 -ft.-, to be excavated below sealevel, the gener al level of the sound rock at the deepest p!l,rt of th e
foundations being 30-ft. below the stream-bed, or 27-f~. below
low-water ordinary spring tides. (Fig. 8) A. tongue, v;i,:cymg from
IO to 20 -ft. in width was cut into the rock to ensure grEJater wapertightness and was carried
'
·
m depth
down to a maxunu
. · . of
, - 4J-ft
f h ·below low-water .ordinary spring tides. During the bµild~I\g O t e
dam it was necessary to build two cofferdams, .oneJor the doVl'.nstrea,!fi
and the other for the upstream so as to exclude both tidal a nd
fio 0 d water.
'
·u ·th
'.J'he dam is of ·cement concrete, faced on the inner st' e .wr
\("amte ashlar and on the outer with granite rubble set a nd po~ted
?ement mortar. Except in the case of the bac~g of the ro~~r
a?,ng, for which fine cement concrete (4½ to 1) vaa:ymg from · - · .
0·In. thick at the base to 3-ft. 8-in. thick at the top, was used, th e

r

whole of the cement ·concrete has granite displacers embedded
in it.
The quantities of excavation for .t he dam and of cement concrete and granite masonry used in its constr.uction were as follows:Soft excavation
62,980 cu. yds.
Rock
23,838 ,,
Cement c~ncrete hearting (6 to 1)
31,209
(7 to 1)
39,900 ,,
,,
(8 •to 1)
28,754 ,,
,,
,,
backing of inner facing (4½ to 1) 28,805 ,,
Lime conqrete filling troin top-water l~vel fa:> _.
road level
3,338
Hand packed rubble filling froi:n topwater. level to ·. '·: :
road level
·
··
.. · :· ·.·..655
Ashlar Inasonry of inner face, excep t overflow
J. 64) 58 ,, ft: ·
· section of oute.r face ..
Rub_ble masonry 6f outer face, except overflow .
·59~4.00
section· ..
Ashlar masonry in string courses corbelling
,courses, parapets, culverts ·valve-ho\!se, etc. 83;361 ,,
0

It niay be 11!-e.Ationed that 24,6 tOl).~, of cast .i;qn pipes, 18 ins.
diameter, were used for the additional section· arid-rising mains . .
. · Space _williiot permit of details of ~he arrang<').ments for pumping·
water · from. the reseryoir .to the Tytam Tuk tunnel etc., but of
course there was a great deal of work done in connection with the
erection of n:i-a<lhinery; making qonnec-tiims and access ro;tds .t o tl1c
pumping station and to the other reservoirs.
'

-) •· The Completed Work
The island road over the dam has a width of 16¼-ft-. between
the parapets. This is carried on 12 arches over the overflow crest
of the dam each ·arch being 20-ft. spai1.
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The water cushion at the base of the ·dam extends for a length
of 153-!t,, and discharges into the old bed of the stneam.
The down stream face of the dam is shown in Fig;j,.(9) and (10)
at overflow.
. . .
·
Water was first impounded in· the reservoir in September
!915, 8_6 million gallons being.pumped .from it in.that year, whilst,
m 1916, the quantity pumped was 325 million gallons. On
January l_, 91 7 the a ~ount of wat.e r, relJ!-aining in the· reservoir
was 182 million gallons aJJ.d on May 15, when it reached its lowest
le've].the water·in it had be!c'n drawn down to the level of the lowest
draw-off.
·
·
•
' Tlie reservoir was formally declared qpen by His Excellency the
Gpvernor of Hongkong, Sir Henry May , K.O.M.G., in 19"!7. He
t_tjok the .o pportunity to r-:,commend to t'lice people of Hongkong the
virtu~ of pure w~t.er for _drinking purposes. He expressed, on that
occas10n, the op1mon that there would be no need to worry about
wat~r shortage for some years ; in that matter he was a poor prophet,
for 1t soon happened that Hongkong was again short of water.
As already me1\tioned, the total capacity of the reijervoir is 1,420
million gallons.
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catchment· areas at Aberdeen and the laying of the harbor p'
0
line. These'- comparatively new works will be described in
next section dealing with the water supply of Hongkong.
e

tf;

This is the second of a SeriPB of articles on the Hongkong Wator sup 1
by Prof C. A. Middleton which will appear on the Far Eastern Review.
PY

Hydroelectric Station Flies Into the
·
· Wilds of New Guinea
have jumped over the moon and a winged Pegasus has
Cows
switched his equine tail among the clouds, if one takes song and
fable literally, but this is the first time that a hydroelectric

generating ·station has t aken to the air and gone places on wings.
No song, no fable, no myth, but an actual occurrence.
Four General Electric horizontal waterwheel generators
rated at 875 kv-a. each, together with associated apparatus left
San Francisco on May 1 aboard the S.S. Carisso bound for' Lae
on the coast of New Guinea-an island larger than Texa.s lying
Pumping Arrangements
north of Australia and almost touching the equator. At Lae
Fr.om all that has been written it will be seen that, although the equipment will be loaded, one section at a time, into hug~
T-ytam Tuk is fed by many catchwaters that carry water direct all-metal Junkers freight planes and flown 40 miles inland to the
to it, yet it also receives the overflow from the upper Tytam re- headwaters of the Bulolo River, where Bulolo Gold Dredging, Ltd.
servoirs.
has established a. thriving placer mining camp.
'
In recent years many miles of catchwaters have been laid,
After gold had been discovered in this region in 1925 and the
and many acres of catchment area reserved, so as to increase the richer veins worked out by prospectors using hand methods and
sources of supply for Tytam Tuk.
packing their " take " out through the jungle on the backs of
As this reservoir is so near sea level a pumping station is used natives, it become evident that placer operations on a large scale
to raise the water up to a level where it could enter the tunnel would pay if the necessary dredges and other machinery could be
carrying the water from the gravity Tytam reservoir into Victoria gotten in.
City.
Transportation, however, was a serious problem-'-an almost
It must be understood that the water supply of any modern insurmountable obstacle, in fact. The distance involved was not
town, . or city, involves the construction of an intake reservoir, great, ·but the terrain consisted of dense, nearly impassable, and
filter beds, mains to carry water to the filters and mains from the cannibal-infested jungle, together with a mountain range whose
clear water (or 'service) reservoir to the pipes which distribute the peaks rose to 13,000 ·feet.
Finally, the pilot of an airplane sent in to investigate the
water through the town. Fig (9) is a diagram to show the general
principle of thls arrangement. From this diagram it will be seen feasibility of using air transport was able to land his ship close to
that the feed to the distribution main_s_is arranged by gravity. Itis the site of proposed operations. This opened the way and a flying
often necessary to pump from the storage reservoir to the Service field · was subsequently cleared off and levelled to accommodate
large, heavily loaded planes.
Reservoir.
Theri began the slow process of flying in, piece by piece,
The pumping station at Tyta~ Tu~. is at s~a. level._ It is
specially
designed mining equ_ipment, including two large dredges.
equipped with slow speed steam en&mes, d1re~tly dr1vmg recIP?.o?ating pumps. The two biggest engmes can lift each three mill10n Reducing the size and"weight of some parts of the heavier equipment until the planes could handle them presented a nice engineering
gallons a day a height of !100 feet. . _
.
.
At first sight it E\llems strange thay electrn;ally· driven pumps prohlem-,-bi.tt the job was done and mining operations, which
are not used for the purpose as thev have ·the •obvious advantage are -proving very suecessful, commenced, The big Junkers freight
of less floor space, less labor chargee, etc. But the p~n{pi]ig station planes hand!~ all material going in or coming out-routine shipwas built in 1915, before electricity w_as available. m that part of ments or th'ose connected with the further development and exthe island. And electric power was then a much higher tariff_ than pansion of the project .
. These ships have a load limit of 7,000 pounds, their hatchways
to-day. Having sunk capital in 8: steam plant, and as c_oal 1s sea
borne, it was found more econom108:l to extend the sta~10n plant measuring 140 inches by 60 inches with a normal inside height of
than to instal electricial pumps. Fig (_11) sho"'.s t~e viaduct for 70 inches . The cabins, which are 24 feet long and have a ininimum
carrying mains from the pumping station. ThIS Viaduct crosses height of four feet, will accommodate any long narrow packages
a portion of Tytam Tuk reservoir which was at a low level when up to 24 feet in length which can be threaded through the hatches.
All packages, _however, must be small enough to leave a one-foot
the picture was taken.
clearance all ·around .
The four G-E generators rated, as stated above, at 875 kv-a.
New Catchment Areas
each, are desighed to operate at 11,500-volts, 50-cycles, at 600
r.p.m.
The largest single pieces of these machines are their stators,
As Mr. Chatham has explained in his report, it was useless to
provide additional reservoirs unless more catchment ~reas we;e which hav\l a net weight of 6,545 pounds. Boxed for shipment,
brought into the supply system and catchwaters were bmlt to dram the stators measure 82 inches by 49 inches by 97 inches. Because
of the small margin between their weight and the load limit of t_he
them.
,
· h
th
The whole of·the Tytam catchment area IS s o~ on . e- maw planes, and hecause of limitations in loading dimensions, it is readily
(Fig. 12). If this map is compared with that_ shown m Fig. 2 the apparent that most of the boxing, if not all of it, must be removed
large additional catchment area since 1889 Will be seen. It must and special skids prepared before the stators can be flown to the
be explained that Fig. 12 shows the areas reservedJor catchment mining camp.
· The fields for the generators weigh somewhat less than th e
to date (1934), as well as the areas proposed for extens10ns, the areas
.
considered possible (but not very prohable) ~o ~e . used fo_r the stato1·s and have more favorable dimensions.
· Other apparatus shipped by the International Gener.al J_<:Iec:c
purpose ·of storage reservoirs that may be built m some _dist~t
·future• but the successful experience with the harbor pipe line Co_m pany to be associated with the generators in eqmppIDg de
makes unlikely that these storage extensions will be mad~ unl~ss Bulolo hydroelectric station, include a complete G-E sW1tc~bo:~ '
the supply of water from the mainland to the harp or . pipe lme a. Trumbull power and lighting board sevElral small G-E Jigt g
transformers, and a 60-cell Exide stor~ge' battery. None of .est~
fails.
hH·k ·
t
This brings us to the end of the story of t e ong on~ wa er offer a problem for the planes as they can be readily separate ID
supply on the island until the development of the reservmrs and small units of relatively little weight.
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